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FIVE LMGI LOCATION PROFESSIONALS JOIN AMPAS CLASS OF 2018

Five LMGI Members have just joined The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS) class of 2018.

Robin Citrin, Mike Fantasia, Ilt Jones, James Lin and Emma Pill - having distinguished themselves by their creative contributions to theatrical motion pictures – have joined the highly collaborative Designers Branch of the Academy. They are welcomed in good company by fellow LMGI and established Academy members, Lori Balton, Kokayi Ampah and Elston Howard.

“This is a powerful acknowledgement of the talent, creativity and the vital role location professionals bring to the design team. With this announcement, the number of LMGI members accepted into the Academy grows to eight. And we’re just getting started!” says newly appointed LMGI President Mike Fantasia.

LMGI / AMPAS CLASS OF 2018:

Robin Citrin

- *The Aviator*
- *Rain Man*
Mike Fantasia

- Munich
- Memoirs of a Geisha

Ilt Jones

- Black Panther
- The Dark Knight Rises

James R. Lin

- Captain America: Winter Soldier
- Wonder Woman
About The Location Managers Guild International (LMGI):

The Location Managers Guild International is an organization of experienced career professionals in the Motion Picture, Television, Commercial, and Print production industries. LMGI members are dedicated to the establishment of professional standards of personal conduct and business ethics. The Guild supports the formation of strong links with business members, governmental agencies and local communities. The Guild promotes awareness of the goals and achievements of members to the general public and within the industry through creative, educational and philanthropic programs. The LMGI was founded in 2003 as a 501(c)(6), non-profit corporation. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter @the_LMGI, on Instagram and at www.locationmanagers.org